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 Wi-Fi Protected Access 2 (WPA 2) currently is the most widely used 

mechanism for protecting the users in wireless networks. We have discussed 

the weakness of 4-way handshake procedure in Wi-Fi WPA2/PSK and 

proposed an enhance WPA2/PSK by adding timestamp parameter to prevent 

authentication cracking. The experiments have compared WPA2/PSK with 

Enhanced WPA2/PSK cracking and the result is also given. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Currently wireless networks technology and its applicaions have shown rapid development. The 

security measures of wireless networks taken in detecting and preventing for attacks have attracted much 

attention. Several researches have introduced the various threats and vulnerabilities related to 802.11 wireless 

networks. How to conduct ethical hacking and make wireless network more secure is a matter of the concern 

to management. A series of defense schemes for passive and active brute forcers in 802.11 wireless networks 

has been presented [1-7]. Reddy et.al. have discusses the entire process of cracking WEP encryption on  

Wi-Fi networks, focusing on manipulating some scanning tools, such as: Cain, NetStumbler, Kismet, and 

MiniStumbler, to assist ethical hackers or security profesionals in investigating wireless security and testing 

to strengthen security [8]. Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) is the evolved version of WEP. WPA2 now is 

widely deployed in Wi-Fi communication to combat wireless attacks due to its efficiency and security. 

WPA2 is considered a Robust Security Network (RSN) capable protocol because of supporting the process of 

authentication and exchange of cryptographic keys between station (STA) and Access Point (AP) [9]. 

There are two modes for WPA2 targeting the different users: WPA-Personal and WPA-Enterprise. 

WPA-Personal is for home and small office use, requiring no authentication server. All wireless devices, 

such as mobile phones and laptop computers, in the same hotspot use the same 256-bit pre-shared key (PSK), 

called as WPA2/PSK. WPA-Enterprise is designed for large businesses and requires a RADIUS 

authentication server that provides automatic key generation and authentication throughout the entire 
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enterprise. However, advanced versions of new wireless attacks still is capable of exploiting the 

vulnerabilities of WPA2-Enterprise. 

Some studies have discussed the security issues of WPA/WPA2 encryption methods for wireless 

networks and have analyzed how to crack them. Cui and Yin have conducted some experiments on WEP and 

WPA/WPA2 encryption modes [10]. Some effectual findings have been proposed based on these results. 

WPA uses a PSK for authentication and encryption, causing limited degree of protection. If hackers hold a 

PSK, they can eavesdrop on other authorized users. Alqahtani and Aloraini have proposed an improved 

version of Wi-Fi encryption, called Wi-Fi Secure Access (WSA), reducing limitations of WPA protection 

and offering more confidentiality [11]. 

Krekan et. al. have adopted a novel technology to build up a statistical model for the target 

language, in which can be used for generation of password candidates as a wireless network security audit 

[12]. The list starts with the most probable combination and then goes the most unlikely combination. This 

method sorts combination candidates according to a target language, or predicts letter combinations 

according to the statistics of a target language. Nakhila et. al. have proposed a new method to accelerate the 

intensity of active passphrase guessing [13]. This method emulates multiple clients connected to the AP 

simultaneously whereas each client has its own fake MAC address. Each simulated user can try multiple 

passphrases guesses without the need to pass authentication during a single wireless session. Ge et. al. have 

proposed a method to crack WPA2/PSK based on a Simulated Annealing (SA) and Hidden Markov Model 

(HMM) [14]. HMM with known passwords based on SA can be used to generate password candidates in 

wireless network password recovery. The passwords can be obtained from the probability learning of the 

known password. Compared with traditional brute force cracking and dictionary attacks, HMM has shown 

more efficient in experiment performance. 

The efficiency of cracking WPA2/PSK mainly depends on the cracking speed. In Linux-like 

systems, BackTrack5 has been used to capture WPA/WPA2 4-way handshake encrypted packets. Zhang 

et.al. have proposed a new cracking method, in which the captured handshake packets are copied to window 

system and then cracked with EWSA-GPU [15]. Using a more capable GPU surely makes it easier to crack 

the password. Analysis result has proved that the proposed method can greatly improve cracking speed by 

comparing BackTrack5. The shared memory parallel computing model is one of the ways to strengthen 

cracking speed of WPA2/PSK. Abdelrahman et.al. have used GPU and multi-core processors to perform 

parallel processing of single-thread cracking tools [16]. 

Pandurang and Karia have used OpenVPN, located at the entrance of the wireless local area network 

(WLAN), to set up a tunnel within public network. Performance metrics of WLAN WEP and WPA2, such as 

throughput, delay, and frame loss rate are measured [17]. Penetration tests have been performed via 

Backtrack5 R3 and Fern Wi-Fi Cracker. Yacchirena et.al. have used Snort and Kismet as Wi-Fi intrusion 

detection systems (IDS) and used Ettercap monitored IDS response [18]. Subsequent evaluations after the 

attack have been given. This study has analyzed the captured traffic with Wireshark to determine the 

response characteristics of Snort and Kismet. Radivilova and Hassan have analyzed wireless network security 

algorithms WPA and WPA2, whose weaknesses are described [19]. The ways of how to attack WPA and 

WPA2 Enterprise Wireless Networks and the results are also given. Abo-Soliman and Azer have clarified 

emerging attack methods and have implemented WPA2/EAP-TTLS prototypes for testing and evaluation 

[20]. Chang et.al. have proposed an Intelligent Deauthentication Method (IDM) to capture the encrypted 

packets for analysis [21]. The proposed method has the capability of determining the length and strength of 

de-authentication decisively. Abo-Soliman et. al. have discussed WPA/WPA2-Enterprise authentication with 

Tunnel-Based EAP and their advantages and disadvantages. The impact of recent WPA/WPA2 attacks are 

also described [22].  

Raju et. al. have modified the existing WPA2-PSK protocol to generate ISK between AP and STA 

through Diffie-Hellman key exchange, eliminating the dependency of pre-shared key [23]. The proposed 

security protocol ensures individual confidentiality in message communication. Akram et. al. have exploited 

the vulnerabilities of the three methods: MAC filtering, Hidden SSID with MAC filtering and WPA2-PSK 

with hidden SSID and MAC filtering security mechanisms of AP [24]. Noh et. al. have proposed a secure 

exchange key mechanism to be applied to public key cryptography [25], [26]. In the public key system, STA 

and AP will exchange the second key selected by the user. This second key is used to produce a new pairwise 

key, protecting users from attacks in the same network. Guo et. al. have proposed a secure WPA2-PSK 

network session key negotiation mechanism to prevent STA from eavesdropping on Pairwise Transient Key 

(PTK) [27]. In the Wi-Fi association process between STA and AP, a temporary session key (TSK) encrypted 

with elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) is added. STA uses AES algorithm to encrypt its own nonce in TSK 

to generate unique PTK. This method neither needs to modify the protocol of generating PTK, nor causes 

overhead on all messages. 
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Authentication is one of the major security objectives for any wireless protocol. It ensures that 

associated STAs are really those who they claim. Both Dictionary Attacks and Brute Force are the most 

common methods that target authentication by stealing access pin, key, password or passphrase. To obtain a 

password is the best way to control the AP. The first step in authentication cracking is to obtain an encrypted 

packet, held by the four parties. Ghanem et. al. have proposed a method that can reduce or eliminate the risk 

of being intercepted due to exposure to PSK during the re-authentication process [28]. This method does not 

affect the flexibility and performance of network deployment. Hardware upgrades or heavyweight 

cryptographic protocols are not required. Pisa et. al. have proposed a new authentication mechanism called 

WIFAB, which neither requires online backend access control architecture, nor needs to rely on static pre-

shared secret key [29]. Pisa et. al. have improved WIFAB by removing central authorization for user 

authentication and certificate issue [30]. The extended WIFAB supports multi-authorized user authentication, 

decoupling the user certificate issued from WPA2-PSK management. In this way, the certificate issuing 

authority cannot track the users. The AP cannot track the user identity, either. 

In this article, we first analyze WPA2-personal supporting 4-way handshake, and describe the basic 

principles and its weaknesses. We launch the techniques of how to attack WPA2-personal in WLAN. The 

attack process and results are described. Finally, enhanced encryption is presented to counter cracking 

methods. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes fundamental principle of WPA2 

and enhanced WPA2. Experiment and results are given in section III. Section IV concludes this paper. 

 

 

2. FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLE  

2.1. Enhanced WPA2/PSK 4-way handshake 

In WPA2/PSK, generation of the keys for authentication and data encryption during 4-way 

handshake comes from one shared passphrase agreed on both STAs and AP, which is carried by Extended 

Authentication Protocol (EAP). All the transmitted EAP messages between STA and AP are encapsulated in 

EAP over LAN (EAPOL) frames, which are further encapsulated in 802.11 WLAN format. 

EAP/EAPOL/WLAN messages allow handshaking between STA and AP without the need for IP layer. EAP-

TTLS is one of Tunneled EAP method, which is usually a combination of two EAP methods: outer and inner 

authentication technique. The former creates a secure tunnel, while the latter performs user/device 

authentication. The layer structure is depicted at Figure 1. 

Enhanced WPA2/PSK 4-way handshake exchanges 4 messages between AP and STA Figure 2. Let 

ANonce and SNonce be the randomly generated number at the AP and STA, respectively. AP sends the first 

message carrying ANonce to STA. STA generates PMK and PTK accordingly. Pairwise Master Key (PMK) 

is produced by Password based Key Derivation Function 2 (PBKDF2), in which passphrase combines 

timestamp, Service Set ID (SSID) and SSID length through 4096-time repeating hashing to generate a set of 

256-bit key. In this regard, we call it as Enhanced-PMK (or Enhanced-PSK). A 384-bit Enhanced Pairwise 

Temporary Key (PTK) is generated by Pseudo Random Function (PRF), in which Enhanced-PMK associate 

with AP MAC address, STA MAC address, ANonce and SNonce. The Enhanced-PTK can be categorized 

into 3 sets of 128-bit keys. They are Key Confirmation Key (KCK), Key Encryption Key (KEK) and 

Temporal Key (TK). STA uses KCK as a key to calculate Message Integrity Code (MIC). STA responds the 

second message carrying SNonce and MIC to AP. Consequently, AP generates its own MIC and then checks 

the integrity by comparing the received MIC. After installing TK, AP sends the third message, carrying 

Group Transient Key (GTK) protected by KEK, and MIC to STA. GTK is generated from a Group Master 

Key (GMK), which is constructed by AP MAC address and GNonce. STA installs TK and responds the 

fourth message back to AP to acknowledge the handshake completion.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Layer structure of EAP-TTLS/EAP/EAPOL/WLAN 
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Figure 2. Enhanced WPA2/PSK 4-way handshaking procedure 

 

 

2.2. Passphrase cracking procedure 
We first search and display a list of detected APs and connected STAs in the surrounding. We 

obtain the frames from the selected channel and replay periodically in order to crack the traffic. In cracking 

WPA2/PSK encrypted packets, the key point is not to see how many packets are captured, but to capture the 

4-way handshake packets. The 4-way handshake packets can be retrieved only when a new connection 

between AP and STA has established. If the handshake packet has not been captured successfully, we need to 

force to disconnected the exist and reestablish new one. Password/passphrase cracking can be attempted 

during association or periodic re-authentication. All STAs in the same WLAN use one shared passphrase to 

access the AP. It implies that successful passphrase cracking leads to providential access to all the keys 

during WPA2/PSK handshake. To prevent hacker to retrieve and crack other people's packets at will, we 

have proposed an Enhanced WPA2/PSK, in which time-stamp is added to generate a new PMK, called 

Enhanced-PMK. The time unit of time-stamp parameter in 802.11 is defined to be micro-second. AP and 

STA need to use its own time-stamp for making Enhanced-PMK to generate the individual MIC. The 

granularity of time-stamp for making an Enhanced-PMK could be tuned to be mini-second (ms) to make sure 

the integrity of MIC between AP and STA. However, coarse granularity of time-stamp may incur higher 

possibility of hacking by generating the same Enhanced-PMK, which will be 10-310-3 = 10-6..  

 

 

3. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS  

In this section, we do some experiments to crack both WPA2/PSK and enhanced WPA2/PSK 

encrypted packets. Performance measurements of cracking technology for WPA2/PSK authentication are 

also given. We have used the device like DIR-615 access points and DWL-G122 adapters from D-Link. The 

penetration procedures can be listed as: 

− Use aircrack-ng tool to crack WPA2/PSK packets. Open Kali terminal and find out the name of the 

wireless adapter connected to the laptop by using command “iwconfig” Figure 3. 

− Set the wireless adaptor in monitor mode by using command “airmon-ng”. 

− Search the access points (APs) in the surroundings and also the clients connected to that AP by using 

command “airodump-ng” Figure 4.  

− Capture more packets for a specified channel by adding some parameters in the command “airodump-ng”. 

− The 4-way handshake packets can be retrieved only when a new client establishes a connection. If the 

handshake packet has not been captured successfully, we need to use airreplay-ng deauth command to 

force the disconnection and reestablish new one. 
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− Force clients to reauthenticate to capture WPA2/PSK handshakes, which will appear on the “airodump” 

terminal. Leave “airodump-ng” running and open a second terminal. Figure 5.  

− Obtain WPA2/PSK handshake packets and write into Packet Capture file in using the command 

“airodump-ng” Figure 6. The first line shows the current channel, elapsed time, current date/time, “WPA 

handshake: 00:26:5A:FE:8B:98”. That means a WPA2/PSK handshake is successfully captured for the 

BSSID 00:26:5A:FE:8B:98. 

− Both of the packet capture file and wordlist file are for the use in “aircrack-ng" for cracking the 

WPA2/PSK authentication Figure 7.  

− Cracking the passphrase might take a long time depending on the size of the wordlist. It takes 5 minutes 

here. If the passphrase is in the wordlist, the terminal of aircrack-ng will show as Figure 8. 

− Fail to crack in Enhanced WPA2/PSK, even the passphrase is in the wordlist. The result of “key not found” 

is shown in Figure 9. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Work out the name of wireless adapter and the related parameters 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Search APs in the close proximity and the STAs connected to that AP 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Force clients to reauthenticate by capturing WPA2 handshake messages 
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Figure 6. Obtain WPA/WPA2 handshake message 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Use Wordlist (.txt) and Packet Capture file(.cap) for authentication cracking 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Successful cracking passphrase for the wordlist 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Failure cracking in Enhanced WPA2/PSK 
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4. CONCLUSION  

In this regard, we have study some fundamental principle and weaknesses of WPA2/PSK. The 4-

way handshake of EAPOL exchanges 4 messages between AP and STA to generate encryption keys which 

can be used to protect handshake and encrypt actual data. The existing rainbow tables have the top 1000 

SSIDs and a large number of passwords/passphrase for general use. The hackers can speed up cracking by 

quick querying the rainbow tables. If WPA2/PSK wireless network is provided for free use in public places, 

the password/passphrase is shared with for all users in the hotspot. One password/passphrase generates one 

PSK. WPA2 does not have forward secrecy. Once a hacker obtains a set of PSK, they can decrypt all past 

and future packets encrypted with this set of PSK. Enhanced WPA2/PSK can effectively protect from the 

hackers who get passwords/passphrases, with timestamp parameter added to produce a different PSK. 

Enhanced WPA2/PSK could be vulnerable to cracking only if hacker has used the same timestamp. 

However, the smaller the time granularity in timestamp, the lower the possibility for hacker to crack. 
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